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QUESTION 1

Northern Trail Outfitters needs to present shipping costs and estimated delivery times to their customers. 

Shipping services used vary by region, and have similar but distinct service request parameters. 

Which integration component capability should be used? 

A. Enterprise Service Bus to determine which shipping service to use, and transform requests to the necessary format. 

B. Outbound Messaging to request costs and delivery times from Shipper delivery services with automated error retry. 

C. APEX REST Service to implement routing logic to the various shipping service. 

D. Enterprise Service Bus user interface to collect shipper-specific form data. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

An Integration Architect has built a Salesforce application that integrates multiple systems and keeps them 

synchronized via Platform Events. 

What is taking place if events are only being published? 

A. The platform events are published immediately before the Apex transaction completes. 

B. The platform events are published after the Apex transaction completes. 

C. The platform events has a trigger in Apex. 

D. The platform events are being published from Apex. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

Universal Containers (UC) has multiple orgs with Sales and Service Cloud implementation to support different lines of
business. UC is planning to consolidate Salesforce orgs to benefit from a 360-degree view of the customer based on
revenue, support requests, and contracts. 

What should an Architect recommend? 

A. Use staging tables with an ETL tool for data cleaning and standardization. 

B. Use a custom REST service for data cleaning and standardization. 

C. Use a custom SOAP service for data cleaning and standardization. 

D. Use standard SOAP API for data cleaning and standardization. 
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Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

Which WSDL should an architect consider when creating an integration that might be used for more than one salesforce
organization and different met? 

A. Corporate WSDL 

B. Partner WSDL 

C. SOAP API WSDL 

D. Enterprise WSDL 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

Universal Containers acquiresplanetary shipping and decides to migrate all customer contacts of planetary Shipping into
Universal Containers Salesforce org Due to the lack of common unique identifier, they decide that a combination of first
name, last name and street address could be used as a key to identify duplicate contacts. These three fields are
populated on all contacts in both the systems. 

Which two methods should be considered to load contacts into Universal Containers org and avoid creation of duplicate
contacts? 

Choose 2 answers 

A. Create a new text field to contain a hashed value for (first name+last name + street number) in Universal containers
org and define it as External ID. 

B. Create an indexed formula field for (first name+last name + street number) so that a search can be done on the key
before loading records. 

C. Create a new formula field for (first name+last name + street number) in universal containers org and use it as
External ID. 

D. Create no new fields, but define the three fields (first name+last name + street number) as External IDs in universal
Containers org. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 6

Universal Containers has chosen Salesforce Wave as their Analytics Platform. There is a requirement to join data from
multiple systems(including Salesforce) to be displayed in a single Wave Lens. 

What should the Architect recommend? 

A. Use an ETL tool to load the data into Salesforce, upserts to ensure that the data in properly joined. 
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B. Use Data flow to load Salesforce data, and an ETL tool to load other data sets. 

C. Use an ETL tool to join multiple sources and load them into a single data set. 

D. Use data flow to load Salesforce data,and lightning connect to access the other data sets in real time. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 7

Universal Containers\\' Customer Service Managers wants to be automatically notified when a Customer Service
Representative successfully closes a case 

What is the recommended approach for the Service Manager to be notified in the Salesforce user interface without
having to refresh the screen? 

A. Have the user refresh the standard Visaulforce page to see closed case updates by setting up the refresh interval on
the browser. 

B. Use a standard Visualforce page and embed JavaScript in the standard Visualforce page to refresh the porting of the
standard page layout. 

C. Create a custom Visaulforce page, subscribe to the "closed cases" push topic, and display alerts onscreen. 

D. Create a custom Visualforce page with a custom polling mechanism to poll for closed cases and display alerts on the
Visualforce page. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 8

Northern Trail Outfitters (NTO) is looking to integrate three external systems that run nightly data enrichment processes
in Salesforce. NTO has both of the following security and strict auditing requirements: 

1. 

The external systems must follow the principle of least privilege, and 

2. 

The activities of the eternal systems must be available for audit. 

What should an Integration Architect recommend as a solution for these integrations? 

A. A shared integration user for the three external system integrations. 

B. A shared Connected App for the three external system integrations. 

C. A unique integration user for each external system integration. 

D. A Connected App for each external system integration. 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 9

What capability should an Integration Architect consider if there is a need to synchronize data changed in Salesforce to
a 3rd party with a JSON-based API endpoint? 

A. Use an outbound Message with the record\\'s data. 

B. Use lightning connect to save the data to an external object. 

C. Use an Apex class to perform the REST callout asynchronously. 

D. use the REST API with the content-Type headerset to "JSON." 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 10

Universal Containers has decided that they will be using the bulk API to migrate the existing data into Salesforce as they
will be importing a total of 80 million records. 

While planning for the data migration, what techniques should the Architect recommend to make sure the load go
according to schedule? 

Choose 2 answers 

A. Pre-process data that the triggers and workflows can be deactivated. 

B. Perform a test load using a full Sandbox prior to the Production load. 

C. Perform loads over a weekend server resource availability. 

D. Leverage several workstations, loading different objects simultaneously. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 11

A Salesforce customer is planning to roll out Salesforce for all their Sales and Service staff. Senior Management has
requested that monitoring is to be in pla for Operations to notify any degradation in Salesforce performance. 

How should an integration consultant implement monitoring? 

A. Use Salesforce limits API to capture current API usage and configure alerts for monitoring. 

B. Use APIEVENT to track all user initiated API calls through SOAP, REST or BULK APIs. 

C. Identify critical business processes and establish automation to monitor performance against established
benchmarks. 

D. Request Salesforce to monitor the Salesforce instance and notify when there is degradation in performance. 
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Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 12

Universal containers has complex data transformation, error handling and process automation requirements as part of
their integration strategy. 

What technology should an Architect recommend in order to minimize Salesforce code customizations? 

A. Data Loader 

B. Canvas 

C. Process Builder 

D. Middleware 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 13

Universal Containers has a back-end ordering system that restricts access on a per-user basis, it was determined that a
"Named Credential" will be used to allow per-user identity type access for all integration with the system. One of the
requirements is to have order information sent to the system when the status changes to "Confirmed". 

Which two valid integration scenarios can take advantage of such a security setup? 

A. Order information sent to the system via outbound message with session ID. 

B. Order information sent via a Visualforce page with an Apex callout. 

C. Order information inserted or updated via Salesforce Connect: OData 2.0. 

D. Order information sent via process builder via invokable method/future method callout. 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 14

Universal Containers is a global financial company that sells financial products and services including, 

bank accounts, loans, and insurance. UC uses Salesforce Service cloud to service their customer via calls, 

live chat. The support agents would open bank accounts on the spot for customers who are inquiring about 

UC bank accounts. 

UC Core banking system is the system of record for bank accounts and all accounts opened in salesforce 

have to be synced in real-time to the core banking system. Support agents need to inform the customers 
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with the newly created bank account ID which has to be generated from the core banking system. 

Which integration pattern is recommended for this use case? 

A. Use streaming API to generate push topic. 

B. Use outbound message. 

C. Use salesforce platform event. 

D. Use request and reply. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 15

An Architect has received a request to prevent employees that leave the company from accessing data in Salesforce
after they are deactivated in the company\\'s HR system. 

What should an Architect determine before recommending a solution? 

A. Determine inbound integration requirements, then identify frequency. 

B. Determine data access prevention requirements, then identify frequency. 

C. Determine data volume requirements, then identify the loading schedule. 

D. Determine data access prevention requirements, then identify system constraints. 

Correct Answer: A 
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